Newsletter 24: The Startling Emergence of Epidemic Autism in the New China

Dear Readers,

In this installment of my free newsletter series I have decided to share with you a history that has been deeply buried by major international media. As it documents a phenomenal explosion of instances of child autism in the last decade in China, parallel with the adoption of WHO-recommended infant vaccination programs, it provides a chilling indication of how corrupt pharmaceutical majors and institutions such as the World Health Organization combine on an agenda that has little to do with improving the health of human beings. For those of you interested in my longer discussion of these issues in the context of an agenda of eugenics advanced by influential circles internationally, I strongly recommend my best-selling book, Seeds of Destruction: The Hidden Agenda of Genetic Manipulation.

Thank you and feel free to share this,

F. William Engdahl

Customer Reviews of Seeds of Destruction: The Hidden Agenda of Genetic Manipulation:

"Most Important Book of this New Century" -- David Chu

"Get ready to have your eyes opened, big-time." -- Laura

"Could not put it down till I read it through." -- Blue Rabbit

"Everyone Should Read This Book" -- DeannaF

"WARNING: If you are timid and faint of heart, do not read "SEEDS of DESTRUCTION" by F. William Engdahl. Instead, go back to sleep, and take comfort in being lied to by American corporations and U.S. governmental agencies. After all, ignorance is bliss. Otherwise, "SEEDS of DESTRUCTION" is a MUST-READ book" -- Justin Time

You can find this great and informative book on amazon.com: GET IT!
Autism and Western Vaccines see Parallel Rise in China

By F. William Engdahl

30 August, 2014

The escalating scandal around the alleged deliberate fraud by the US Government’s Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to drastically alter a major study of the possible link between MMP vaccines (Measles, Mumps, Pertussis) in children vaccinated under three years age, and incidence of autism is throwing light on one of the most criminal strategies of Western pharmaceutical vaccine makers. Now it comes to light that a major epidemic spread of cases of autism in China arose directly parallel to China’s opening up to the Western drug-makers and to WTO trade rules some twenty years ago.

In the mid-1980’s western drug makers introduced multiple combined vaccines and steadily lowered the recommended age at which children should receive the repeated vaccinations. They were backed by what are now provably corrupt official agencies in the US including the CDC. Organizations of US pediatricians, which received millions of dollars in favors from the same drug makers, joined the bandwagon for early and massive infant vaccination. Unknowing parents were in effect terrorized into allowing the vaccination surge in fear of being responsible for horrible disease or damage to their children were they to refuse.

China’s new ‘Opium War’: Vaccines

By the early 1990’s, as the Peoples’ Republic of China continued its unprecedented opening to all things Western, the Government allowed Western drug makers to enter China in a major way.

Western pharmaceutical companies have moved in, establishing production facilities and using their immense financial and PR skills to promote the same vaccine agenda that the CDC in the United States promote for Americans. There has been a considerable effort to discredit thousand-year-old natural healing techniques of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) in the process to open the door of a vast new market for Western drug companies.

China’s membership in the WTO in 2001 opened the door for a considerable increased presence of Western drug-makers in China including GlaxoSmithKline, Bayer, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Merck & Co and Eli Lilly & Company. GSK, Roche, Novo Nordisk, and others, have come to China to set up
R&D centers. The leading pharmaceutical companies have established joint venture manufactories in China. Some have set up sole propriety manufactories. As of 2004, amongst the largest 500 overseas enterprises, 14 of them are pharmaceutical companies.

Parallel to the rise in distribution of vaccines produced by Merck, GSK and others in China, the country began to register for the first time a dramatic rise in children diagnosed with neurological disorders, something the WHO and CDC try to ignore because of its huge implications for vaccinations containing mercury adjuvants and other adjuvants believed responsible for the neurological damage termed autism.

Before the late 1980’s in China, children with symptoms the West calls autism were virtually unknown. It has since spread massively.

In 2011 at an International Autism Research Collaboration Development Conference in Shanghai, autism was ranked “Number 1” among mental disorders in China. The World Health Organization estimated China today has one million autistic children. \(^1\) Twenty years ago the number was near zero.

The drug makers and their medical supporters claim the rise in autism in China has to do with “genetic defects” something that lets them nicely off the hook. But genetics in humans and animals do not change so dramatically in so short a time period. Dr Francis S. Collins, current Director of the National Institutes of Health, stated in evidence to US House of Representatives Committee May 2006 when he was Director of the US National Human Genome Research Institute:

> “Recent increases in chronic diseases like diabetes, childhood asthma, obesity or autism cannot be due to major shifts in the human gene pool as those changes take much more time to occur. They must be due to changes in the environment including diet...” \(^2\)

Autism, to restate, cannot be due to any major shift in the human gene pool. Then what is the cause? “Environment, including diet...” would have to consider the possible effects of injection of vaccines laced with adjuvants such as mercury, with proven neuro-muscular side effects, as a possible factor, especially when the dramatic rise of autism in China is paralleled in time by the dramatic rise in child and infant vaccinations, following the recommendations of the US CDC and WHO.
Kuang Guifang, director of the psychology department at Qingdao Children’s Hospital, stated when asked what he viewed as the cause of the dramatic rise of autism in modern China, “Birth defects, environmental causes such as heavy metals and pesticides, and childhood vaccines also are blamed.”

**US data**

More and more it is emerging that autism is a reaction to specific vaccines or combinations of vaccines, especially when administered to children below age three. If we were to graph the rise in CDC Mandatory Vaccine Schedules in the USA to the rise in autism there, in 1983 incidence of child autism was one in 10,000 children. Then the exposure to vaccines and their adjuvants was dramatically less. Infant vaccination at six months or earlier was almost unknown. Since then, under CDC pressure, the age and dosages of infant vaccines has exploded. So have incidences of autism in American children. In 2013, 1 in 150 American children were diagnosed with autism.

No less an authority than the then-Director of the US Centers for Disease Control, Dr. Julie Gerberding, admitted to CBS News, that:

“Now, we all know that vaccines can occasionally cause fevers in kids. So if a child was immunized, got a fever, had other complications from the vaccines. And if you’re predisposed with the mitochondrial disorder, it can certainly set off some damage. Some of the symptoms can be symptoms that have characteristics of autism.”

Despite that shocking admission, which she made almost casually to CNN, Gerberding left CDC to take a well-paid job as President of Merck’s Vaccines Division, where the suspect MMR vaccines are made that are implicated in the current CDC scandal of faked test results. As well she is Director of MSD Wellcome Trust Hilleman Laboratories Private Limited, a joint initiative between Merck and Wellcome Trust.

MMR vaccines, invented at Merck, are ostensibly to immunize six month and older infants from the effects of Measles, Mumps and Rubella (German Measles). The Merck MMR vaccine combination is of live vaccines. The MMR vaccine is a mixture of live attenuated viruses of the three diseases, administered via injection, developed by Maurice Hilleman while at Merck.

Live Rubella virus has been admitted as a cause of autism. The first known cause of autism was rubella virus, known since the 1960s. And rubella virus is one of the three live viruses in the Merck MMR vaccine. Walter Orenstein,
Assistant US Surgeon General wrote in 2002, “rubella (congenital rubella syndrome) is one of the few proven causes of autism.”

The explosive rise of autism in China to become today the nation’s Number 1 mental health disorder, combined with the explosive rise in US cases of autism parallel to introduction of repeated early infant vaccinations including MMP, suggest the autism-vaccine link should become a highest priority research focus for genuinely independent researchers not tainted by the drug makers or their PR organizations.
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